
New Galleries 

AKTIS GALLERY (LONDON) 
  
Aktis Gallery is dedicated to modern art, in particular 
the émigré art of 20th century Paris. The gallery is one of 
the leading specialists in the post-war lyrical abstraction 
movement, focusing on the internationally renowned 
Chinese artists Zao Wou-Ki and Chu Teh-Chun (as well as 
the contemporary Chinese émigré Gao Xingjian), Russian 
lyrical abstractionists such as André Lanskoy and Serge 
Poliakoff and European artists from this movement 
including Georges Mathieu, Otto Freundlich, Geer  van  
Velde, Bram van Velde and André Marfaing.
The gallery is also dedicated to the first wave of Parisi-
an émigration, with European and Russian artists such 
as Leopold Survage, Marc Chagall, Marie Vassilieff and 
Pascin, and the Japanese artist Foujita, all of whom are 
considered the leading artists of les Années folles (the 
Golden Years) of 1920s Montparnasse, Paris. 

DUMONTEIL (PARIS) 

For over 25 years the Pierre M. Dumonteil Gallery has 
played a major role in the discovery and rediscovery of the 
greatest figurative artists from the 20th Century. In hosting 
many personal and thematic exhibitions, the gallery has 
allowed Art lovers to appreciate the talent of the gifted 
artists who have dedicated their work to the theme of 
the animal; from Bugatti to Giacometti, Guyot, Pompon 
to Artus, along with many others including Camille Roche, 
Jouve, Pierre Christophe, Marcel Derny, Navellier, Tremont 
and Van Ryswyck. 
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RICHARD GREEN (LONDON)

Richard Green is an international family business of great 
distinction, his two galleries are in the heart of the London 
art world. For three generations, Richard Green has dealt in 
traditional and classical Post-War paintings of the highest 
quality dating from the 17th through to the 21st Century.

The gallery exhibits a selection of paintings from its unri-
valled stock (Fine Old Masters, 18th Century British, Sport-
ing, Marine, Orientalists, French Impressionist, Victorian, 
European and Modern British paintings) at international art 
fairs. 

ALEXANDRE GUILLEMAIN (PARIS) 

Since 1999, Alexander Guillemain Gallery specialises in 
furniture and art from the 1940s to today, offering a rigor-
ous and eclectic selection of pieces that have marked the 
history of decorative arts. It states in this respect designers 
and international artists: Pierre Paulin, Charlotte Perriand, 
Paul Evans, Gio Ponti, Georges Jouve, George Nakashima, 
Jean Prouvé and Jacques Paul McCobb and Dani Ruelland.
Alexander Guillemain Gallery also hosts Marché Paul Bert, 
Ain Saint-Ouen, in the world’s largest center devoted to 
antiques and antiquities. 
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HEMMERLE (MUNICH)

Hemmerle is a fourth generation family run house at 
the vanguard of jewellery design. Each jewel conceived 
is unique and as original as a work of art. Today, 
Stefan and Sylveli Hemmerle run the business with 
their son, Christian, and daughter-in-law, Yasmin. 
Hemmerle remains renowned for its dedication to 
craftsmanship, exceptional quality, innovative material 
combinations, and bold, unostentatious creations.

L’ECLAIREUR (PARIS)

Since 1980, when Martine & Armand Hadida first 
opened  their gallery on the Champs-Elysées, 
Leclaireur has been presenting designers with strong 
and unusual approaches to their work. Leclaireur was 
quickly established as a visionary force in the world 
of fashion, lifestyle and design. 

By bringing design and fash ion together and break-
ing away from the traditional dis tri b u tion sys tem, 
Leclaireur’s founders blazed a new path. Avant-garde 
choices and ser vice truly ded i cated to the needs of a 
highly specific and aesthetic-oriented  clientele 
remain the pillars of an ongoing story wherein clients 
and creators indirectly collaborate, and thus become 
essential actors themselves in the Leclaireur 
experience.
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GALERIE LE BEAU (BRUSSELS) 

Opened in 2014 in a historic house on the Place du 
Sablon, Galerie Le Beau is dedicated to the promotion 
of the great designers of the 20th century.
Born from the passion of a French collector of 20th 
fine and decorative art and of a gallery director from 
Paris, Galerie Le Beau is the result of two complemen-
tary profiles that combine knowledge, experience and 
rigor. Together we promote decorative art, focusing 
on furniture and lighting by designers from 1940’s to 
1970’s. Our careful selection includes rare works that 
combine refined craftsmanship and timeless design. 
The gallery presents Scandinavian, American and 
Italian designers, among others, Paolo Buffa, George 
Nakashima, Hans Wegner, and Poul Henningsen.

GÉRARD LASÉS (HONG KONG) 

Founded in 2009 under the former name The Peak 
Suite, Gallery Gérard Lasés inherits the expertise from 
its founder, Gérard Lasés, who has more than 20 years 
of professional experience in the field of art in Europe. 
Gallery Gérard Lasés is committed to the promotion 
of well-known and newly established Chinese and 
Western artists, providing original fine art to collec-
tors and the general public. In May 2010, the gallery 
opened its door with its inaugural exhibition entitled 
“Walk on the Wide Side”, displaying the recent works 
of renowned Paris-based Chinese abstract painter 
Wang Yan Cheng. The gallery’s mission is to become 
a leading art gallery in the Asia Pacific region whilst 
continuing to explore and support local art and culture.
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SARAH MYERSCOUGH (LONDON) 

Based in Mayfair London since 1998, Sarah Myerscough 
Gallery promotes formal and aesthetic innovations 
within the contemporary visual arts by breaking down 
boundaries between fine art, craft, design and archi-
tecture. As a multidisciplinary platform, the gallery 
supports and promotes quality of process and practice 
across disciplines, with a particular focus on woodwork 
and more recently digital art. The gallery represents 
emerging and established international artists and 
designers exhibiting in major galleries and museums, 
while it continues to establish its presence at art fairs 
around the world, in London, Paris, Geneva, New York, 
Chicago, Dubai and Seoul.

OPERA GALLERY (PARIS) 

Opera Gallery is a network of 11 contemporary art 
galleries  worldwide that were first opened in 1994 by 
Gilles Dyan. Today, Opera Gallery is present in most of 
the world’s major art capitals: Paris, Singapore, New 
York, Miami, Hong Kong, London, Venice, Seoul, Dubai, 
Monaco and Geneva.
The gallery provides a showcase for the works of the 
famous painters such Picasso, Dalí, Miró, Braque, 
Warhol and Chagall.
   
Opera Gallery also promotes Modern and contemporary 
creative talent. Recent artists include: Ron English, Lita 
Cabellut, Lori Early, David Mach, Flore Zoe, Camilla D’Err-
ico, Liu Dao and Sylvain Tremblay. Opera Gallery supports 
young artists who have gone on to achieve international 
recognition. The Gallery continues to find many talented 
artists in Europe, Asia, and America.
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PETER PETROU (LONDON)

Peter Petrou have been established in London for 40 years 
and the accumulation of knowledge over that time has lead 
to a gradual evolution of the business, which encompasses 
works of art, sculpture and design from many cultures and 
periods in history. 

A particular interest, and one that has contributed to this 
growth, is the influence of one population upon another 
and the resulting cross-cultural design, which is frequently 
vibrant and unusual. 

MAISON RAPIN (PARIS)

Phillippe Rapin gathers all his activities under the label 
Maison Rapin: the 88 Gallery Paris, Hong-Kong and Kam 
Tin Furniture. He created his first gallery in 1978, special-
izing in ceramics. In the 80s, he moved to the Louvre des 
Antiquaires then rue du Bac in Paris, before settling in 
Quai Voltaire for many years.

In 2008  he  went to London where  he  opened  a gallery 
i n Pimlico Road   while creating  Kam Tin, the mark of the 
“meubles  bijoux”. 
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REPETTO (LONDON)  

Repetto Gallery is a modern and contemporary art gallery 
in London, Mayfair. It operates on international markets, 
selling and purchasing modern & contemporary art and pho-
tography. With an experience of over 30 years, it is constantly 
committed in organising and promoting a polymorphous 
program of exhibitions and fairs. Repetto Gallery also offers 
consultancy services and advisory services for institutional 
and private clients.

SUZANNE SYZ (GENEVA)  

The contemporary jewellery designer, Suzanne Syz is re-
nowned for her highly original and unconventional designs 
which draw on many sources for inspiration. Born in Zurich 
and educated in Paris, she moved to New York City in the 
1980s and became part of the circle of Andy Warhol, Jean 
Michel Basquiat, Julian Schnabel, Francesco Clemente and 
Jeff Koons. The nearness of these revolutionary creative 
spirits and their work not only greatly impacted her con-
temporary art collection; it also proved to be a formidable 
catalyst for her jewellery creations. Radiant colours, auda-
cious compositions and unusual materials have become 
trademarks of Suzanne Syz’s work.


